BCSC student signs into Chromebook

ContentKeeper (filter) ties student to a profile type

- **Elementary**
  - Restricted YouTube* (only available during eLearning)
  - Google Images blocked
  - Wikipedia blocked
  - Unique restrictions based on decades of requests from teachers

- **Middle**
  - Restricted YouTube* allowed
  - Restricted Google Images* allowed
  - Wikipedia allowed
  - Unique restrictions based on decades of requests from teachers

- **High**
  - Restricted YouTube* allowed
  - Restricted Google Images* allowed
  - Wikipedia allowed
  - Unique restrictions based on decades of requests from teachers

- **Restricted**
  - Only adopted resources allowed
  - Resources are whitelisted while everything else is blocked
  - Student can be put on or taken off by parent request or from discipline issues
  - Teachers notified if student is added

*Restricted YouTube and Google Images are managed by Google and are the most restricted user settings offered
BCSC Content Filter Notes

- The content filter works remotely when the student is signed into a BCSC device or signed into any Chromebook with their BCSC account.

- Certain **words are blocked** from being searched.

- Weekly reports are created and sent to Principals and deans of any **suspicious searches** from students and staff. This would include drug use, suicide, hate groups, and more.

- Social media (Facebook, Snapchat, etc), streaming services (Netflix, Disney+, etc), most community sites (blogs, weebly, etc), and most image databases are **blocked**

- The filter **changes daily**. Updates to the filter are made by our vendor and by us.

- Browsing history is saved for all of our users for **archived records**.